Scoring Working Group

Agenda

(As of 2018/01/09)

From : Marc Andre, Erwin Pellegrom

To : Marc Andre, SUI, Co-Chairman
     Erwin Pellegrom, NED, Co-Chairman
     David Bareford, GBR, Member
     Steve Ireland, AUS, Member
     Aline Kalousdian, BRA, Member
     Bengt Stener, SWE, Member

Meeting : Paguera Business Center, Mallorca, 14 March 2018, 14:00-18:00

1. Roll Call, apologies for absence.


5. Items referred to the SWG from Event Director’s and Jury President’s Reports, from other SCs or WGs before or during the CIA Meeting or discussions of items currently published on the CIA-SWG Forum.

5.1. Star GPS measurement rounding

5.2. Hanging out measuring sheets after the flight

6. Balloon Safety Analyzer (BSA) and update to the penalties for dangerous flying.


8. Update discussion about problems with scoring formula and approaches for changes.


10. 2018 SWG Chairman and members.